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Abstract

Research to develop disciplines and capabilities that underpin outcomes for a variety of applications often struggles to gain support from end users, partly due to assumptions made about the utility of the underpinning science or technologies and partly because it is difficult to find a constituency within some application domains to champion the adoption of new techniques. Modelling and simulation and systems engineering are broad areas that seems to fall within this category outside a few recognised communities.

This presentation discusses some of the ways in which the research community might look to engage users in order to develop an understanding of the benefits associated with the adoption of a systems approach, and in particular the use of modelling and simulation in the design, implementation and operations phases of large projects.
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The University of South Australia

37,000 students (undergraduate, postgraduate, research)
6,000 International onshore students
3,500 staff (academic, research, professional)
4 Academic Divisions, 4 City Campuses

Business; Health Sciences; Education Arts and Social Sciences; IT Engineering and Environment

A$550m budget, A$60m research income

The Problem of Enabling Disciplines:
What is an enabling discipline?
The Problem of Enabling Disciplines:
How do you build an enabling discipline?

Challenges

1. Identity – what is it?
2. Utility – what does it do?
3. Maturity – does it work?
4. Ubiquity – doesn’t everyone do it?

Classic Example - Statistics
Education and Research: building a foundation

- Education – skills, professions, CPD ...
- Research – knowledge creation, innovation ...
- Engagement –
  - Partnerships and collaboration
  - Industry alliance programs
  - Networks and clusters
  - Technology transfer

Model 1: Collaborative Research

- Materials Science and Technology
  - High quality research (ERA 4 and 5)
  - Collaborative program (CRCs, ITCs, CoEs)
- Example partnership:
  - SMR Automotive – plastic mirrors
  - Long term strategic alliance
  - Staff exchanges, joint appointments
- Alignment of interests
Model 2: Industry Alliance Program

- ICT Industry - Sector Wide
- Emphasis on developing *work-ready skills*
- Innovation factory – *bite size real problems*
- Partnership on student projects
- Workplace experience – building familiarity
- Promotion of outcomes

Model 3: Research and Innovation Clusters

- Strategic Research Partnerships
- Multidisciplinary challenges
- Extensive consultation and mapping
- Wide participation across UniSA
- Innovative initiatives
  - Zero Waste SA Centre
  - Northern Business Research Partnerships
- From seed funding to major coinvestment
Model 4: Technology Transfer

- Technology transfer nodes
- Spin out companies
- Joint ventures
- IP licencing
- Incubation
- ITEK

Key Success Attributes

- Communication and openness
- Realistic expectations
- Clarity around purpose and outcomes
- Understanding of opportunities
- Leveraging successful models
- Handling Intellectual Property
Questions?

One bite at a time!